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Mutations in SARS-CoV-2
nucleocapsid in variants of
concern impair the sensitivity of
SARS-CoV-2 detection by rapid
antigen tests

Ibrahim T. Hagag1, Krzysztof Pyrc2, Saskia Weber1,
Anne Balkema-Buschmann1, Martin H. Groschup1*

and Markus Keller1

1Friedrich-Loeffler-Institut, Federal Research Institute for Animal Health, Institute of Novel and
Emerging Infectious diseases, Greifswald, Germany, 2Malopolska Centre of Biotechnology,
Laboratory of Virology, Jagiellonian University, Krakow, Poland
Rapid antigen tests (RATs) are used as convenient SARS-CoV-2 tests to

minimize infection risks in the private and public domain (e.g., access to

shops, concerts, sports, and other social events). RATs are: however, less

sensitive than quantitative reverse transcription Polymerase chain reaction

(RT-qPCR) assays; hence, samples with low viral loads may be misdiagnosed.

Reports on the ability of RATs to detect SARS-CoV-2 variants of concern

(VOCs) Delta and Omicron are often only qualitative. We, therefore, examined

the analytical sensitivities of four different RATs for the detection of both full

virus and recombinant proteins of relevant VOCs. Since most RATs are based

on the detection of the SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid protein (N-protein), we

constructed multiple N-protein mutants (mirroring specific amino acid

exchanges of VOC N-proteins) using prokaryotic expression plasmids and

site-directed PCR mutagenesis. Testing of recombinant proteins by four

RATs revealed amino acid substitutions R203K and R203M, are critical for the

sensitivity of some RATs. Interestingly, R203M mutation completely abrogated

antigen detection even at high protein concentrations in the Delta variant. As a

proof-of-concept study, we show that one or two specific amino acid changes

in the N-protein can negatively impact the analytical sensitivity of RATs. Hence,

antibodies used in such lateral flow assays should be optimized and target

preferentially more conserved regions of N-protein.

KEYWORDS
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Introduction

SARS-CoV-2 is an RNA virus constantly mutating and

evolving, with new variants emerging over time. Only a few of

those variants are of public health concern in humans because of

their high transmission rates, severe pathogenicity, or ability to

evade acquired immune responses (1). The five SARS-CoV-2

lineages B.1.1.7 (Alpha), B.1.351 (Beta), P.1 (Gamma), B.1.617.2

(Delta), and B.1.529 (Omicron) constitute variant groups of

concern (VOCs) and hence have received vigilant monitoring

for their potential impact on SARS-CoV-2 diagnostics,

therapeutics, and vaccines (2). In late 2020, the Alpha was first

detected in the UK, and was the most predominant cause of new

cases worldwide in early 2021 (3). Also, Beta, initially found in

South Africa in 2021, is 6-fold less susceptible to vaccine-derived

neutralizing antibodies than the SARS-CoV-2 wild-type virus

(4). Indeed, as SARS-CoV-2 variants become more contagious

or influential on countermeasures, their potential to exacerbate

the trajectory of the pandemic via triggering new waves

increases. We have seen this with Delta, that has driven the

deadly second wave of infections in summer 2021 in India (5),

and also the more recent surge of Omicron. Currently, Omicron,

with its sublineages, has been identified in more than 150

countries, outcompeting other variants and causing increasing

numbers of infections, raising alarms for the need for immediate

proactive measures (6). One of these measures is establishing

novel platforms for validating the currently available diagnostic

tools against the circulating variants.

Quantitative reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain

reaction (RT-qPCR) is the gold standard for accurate and

reliable COVID-19 diagnostics. However, the time needed for

sample collection, transport to the laboratory, the assays’

performance, and patient notification are limitations of RT-

qPCR. Besides, the need for specific chemicals, laboratory

capacity, and trained staff to accurately execute RT-qPCR

assays remains an additional immense challenge. Hence, the

development of rapid antigen tests (RAT) for easy detection of

SARS-CoV-2 by trained personnel and by ordinary persons was

a big step forward to the expeditious testing of a broader scale of

the human population. Unfortunately, compared to the RT-

qPCRs, the RATs show a lower sensitivity (7), and therefore the

confirmation of a negative result in a clinical sample may require

confirmation by validated RT-qPCRs in peculiar cases (8).

Recently, several hundred RATs have become available in

Germany, and more than 200 different RATs have been licensed

for professional use, including 43 tests for self-application. A

recent study using the Wuhan SARS-CoV-2 strain, evaluated

these tests regarding their diagnostic specificity and sensitivity as

listed by the Federal Institute for Drugs and Medical Devices

(BfArM) (9, 10). Most of the evaluated RATs have values higher

than 95% for both diagnostic criteria, and are therefore suitable

for detecting high viral loads in the range of effective viral

transmission. Anti-SARS-CoV-2 N-protein antibodies in RATs
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seem to be the most appropriate, as the nucleoproteins are

abundant in infectious virus particles (bound to viral genomic

RNA in the nucleocapsid complex) (11). Furthermore, most of

the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) defining specific

variants of SARS-CoV-2 are in the spike protein (S) of the viral

particle (12, 13) and not in the nucleoprotein. Therefore,

detecting a different protein with fewer SNPs should ensure, at

least in theory, that RATs also recognize all variants.

In the first part of this study, we used a RAT from BioNote

(Nowcheck) to analyze its sensitivity for the detection of non-

VOC and VOCs. This particular RAT has been used in previous

studies and has been found to detect the non-VOC Strain

reliably. In a subsequent study, it was tested whether RATs

from other companies yield the same results or whether they

produce deviating results, especially for VOCs. For this purpose,

RATs were selected from three vendors listed in the BfArM list

with good results. Finally, the influence of individual amino acid

exchanges typical of certain VOCs on the sensitivity of the RATs

used was tested. Taking all parts together, we show that SNPs

affect the functionality of RATS and are present not only in S but

also in N genes of VOCs.

Materials and methods

Viruses and cells

Infections of Vero E6 (African green monkey (Chlorocebus

spec.) kidney cells, Collection of Cell Lines in Veterinary Medicine

CCLV, Friedrich-Loeffler-Institut, Greifswald-Insel Riems,

Germany) were performed using the following viruses (Non-

VOC hCoV-19/Germany/BY-ChVir-929/2020|EPI_ISL_406862|

2020-01-28, Alpha hCoV-19/Germany/NW-RKI-I-0026/2020|

EPI_ISL_751799|2020-12-07, Beta hCoV-19/Germany/NW-RKI-

I-0029/2020|EPI_ISL_803957|2020-12-28, Delta hCoV-19/USA/

PHC658/2021, and Omicron hCoV-19/Czech_Republic/

KNL_2021-110119140/2021|EPI_ISL_6862005| 2021-11-26) as

previously described (14). Cells were maintained in Eagle´s

minimal essential medium (Lonza, Germany) with 8% foetal

bovine serum (PAA) and antibiotics (100 U/ml penicillin and 100

µg/ml streptomycin) (Sigma, Germany) and incubated at 37°C

under 5% CO2 in locked boxes as previously published (15). Virus

stocks were preserved at -80°C, and titers were calculated as

TCID50/mL in a biosafety-level 3 (BSL-3) laboratory at Friedrich-

Loeffler-Institut, Germany, before using viruses for downstream

analysis. Due to biosecurity reasons, all experiments using virus

have been performed with heat-inactivated material. Heat

inactivation of viruses was performed at 95°C for 20 minutes.
SARS-CoV-2 rapid antigen assays

For this study, four rapid antigen tests evaluated by the Paul-

Ehrlich-Institut have been used; The BioNote NowCheck
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COVID-19 Ag Test (Sensitivity 89,2%; 95% CI: 81,7% – 93,9%,

Specificity 97.6%; 95% CI: 95.1% - 98.8%), the Panbio™ Covid-

19 Ag Rapid Test Device (Nasal) from Abbott (Sensitivity 98.1%;

95% CI: 93.2% - 99.8%; Specificity 99.8%; 95% CI: 98.6% -

100%), the SARS-COV-2 ANTIGEN SCHNELLTEST from

Xiamen Boson Biotech Co., Ltd (Sensitivity 96.17%; 95% CI:

94.04% - 98.29%, Specificity 99.16%; 95% CI: 98.49% - 99.83%)

and theSARS-CoV-2-Antigen-Schnelltest-Kit from Triplex

International Biosciences (China) Co., LTD (Sensitivity

96.17%; 95% CI: 94.04% - 98.29%, Specificity 99.16%; 95% CI:

98.49% - 99.83%). All these assays optimally test human naso/

oropharyngeal swabs and are based on SARS-CoV-2 N-protein

by using two anti-N-antibodies; a dye-labeled antibody and

immobilized fixed antibody. We tested sensitivities of these

RATs for the detection of heat-inactivated viruses by following

the previously published protocol (16). For the investigations of

recombinant proteins, we diluted the proteins in PBS to 8.333

ng/µl (corresponding 1000 ng/120µl). From this amount, we

further diluted proteins to 100, 50, 25, 10 and 1 ng/120µl (8.33

pg/µl) in LFD extraction buffer and inoculated these amounts on

RATs. Depending on the type of swab used, up to 1450 ng/ml of

nucleocapsid were extracted in elution buffer, if 5 x 105 virus

particles were loaded experimentally (17). Wolfel et al. showed

that 6.76 × 105 genome copies per swab were present until day 5

after symptom onset, and it was concluded that at least 106

viruses per ml were needed for successful cultivation (18).

Assuming that 106 viral particles are indeed collected with a

swab when sampling a patient with symptoms, this means an

estimated amount of 1.5 ng nucleocapsid in approx. 300 µl

elution buffer for one RAT, correlating to a concentration of 5 pg

nucleocapsid/µl buffer. All concentrations used were above this

value. All experiments were carried out in duplicates at least.
Detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA by real-
time RT-PCR

Viruses from diluted cell culture supernatants were

subjected to RNA extraction using QIAamp Viral RNA Mini

Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) following their standard

protocol. Viral RNA was analyzed by CFX real-time PCR

systems (Bio-Rad, Germany) using real-time RT-PCR kits
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(SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase, Invitrogen, Germany)

and the envelope E gene primers and probes set (19). Dilutions of

RNA isolates from standardized samples (provided by

INSTAND e.V. , Germany) were used to generate

standard curves.
Scoring and densitometric analysis
of RATs

Immediately after 15 min incubation, RATs were visually

assessed (at least four-eyes-principle) as follows: - no test line

visible; +: test line weakly visible; ++: test line less intensive than

control line; +++: test line as intensive as control line or more

intensive. For densitometric analysis, RATs were digitalized

using either a Canon flatbed scanner or the BioRad Chemidoc

Imaging system. Digitalized images were composed with Adobe

Photoshop CS5 so f tware (ver s ion 12 .0 x64) and

densitometrically analyzed using ImageLab 6.0.1 software.

Adjusted volumes of control lines and test lines (internal

units) were used to normalize the ratio of the test line to the

control line.
Cloning of N gene

Sequences of the N-protein open reading frame (ORF) were

cloned into the pET19b prokaryotic expression plasmid

(Novagen; Cat. No.69677-3) by the use of specific primers

(Table 1). The forward primer contains a NdeI recognition

site, and the reverse primer harbors a BamHI recognition site

for the directed insertion into the expression plasmid. Amplified

PCR products were first cloned into the pCR2.1 vector by TA

cloning, and an internal NdeI site was silently mutated by site-

directed PCR mutagenesis where necessary. Using the NdeI and

BamHI (New England Biolabs, MA; USA), the N protein-coding

region was inserted with an 8x histidine peptide (His-Tag) into

the vector pET19b. Sequence identity and correct in-frame

insertion were verified by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins

Genomics, Germany) with standard sequencing primer T7 and

T7term. Geneious Prime® 2021.0.1 was used to analyze the

constructs and sequences.
TABLE 1 Primer for cloning of the N-proteins (NdeI and BamHI sites are underlined).

Primer Sequence 5’➔ 3’ Binding region regarding reference sequence GISAID accession
number EPI_ISL_402124

N-28220-F TACCATATGATGTCTGATAATGGACCCCAAAATCA 28,265 – 28,299

N-29479-R AATATGGATCCTTATGATTAGGCCTGAGTTGAGTCAGCA 29,550 – 29,512
➔ defines direction (5' to 3').
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PCR mutagenesis of N-protein
expression plasmids

Complementary mutagenesis primers (Table 2) were

designed and used to induce in-frame single nucleotide

exchanges in VOCs N genes. These nucleotide exchanges

result in substituting one specific amino acid or two

neighboring amino acids (Supplementary Figure 3). We used

the described primers in Table 2 to amplify the pET19b-N-VOC

template by 20 PCR rounds Subsequently, plasmids were

digested with DpnI to remove methylated target DNA.

Plasmids were further transformed into E. coli strain XL1 and

plated onto LA-Amp agar plates. One single colony from a plate

was amplified in LB-Broth on a Mini-prep scale. The identity of

isolated plasmids and nucleotide exchanges were further

proved by Sanger sequencing using the standard T7 and

T7term primers.

Production of recombinant SARS-CoV-2
N-proteins

E. coli bacteria of the BL21(DE3) strain were transformed

with the non-VOC-N-protein and N-protein-mut expression

plasmids. Protein expression was induced by adding IPTG to the

LB-Broth growing medium at an OD600nm of 0.6. After 4 hours

of expression, bacteria were sedimented, and His-tagged protein

was isolated using Ni-NTA (nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid)

technology (Thermo ScientificTM, Germany) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions and under denaturing conditions

described elsewhere. Expression of specific proteins has been

confirmed by Coomassie SDS-PAGE and Western blot using

His-Tag specific antibody (Supplementary Figure 1). The

concentration of the proteins was measured in a microtiter

plate using Nanoquant (Carl Roth, Germany), a modified

Bradford method (20).
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Results
SARS-CoV-2 variants are detected with
reduced sensitivity by rapid antigen
assays

To test the analytical sensitivity of RATs against SARS-CoV-

2 VOCs, equal amounts of heat-inactivated viruses (non-VOC,

Alpha, Beta, Delta, and Omicron) were loaded onto the BioNote/

NowCheck RATs. These amounts correlated to Ct values (of 24,

27, 30, and 33) known to be in or close to the detectable range of

RATs limit of detection (LoD) (16). To confirm the similar

amounts of viral antigen in the dilution, Western blot analysis

using 20 µl of the Ct 24 dilution has been performed

(Supplementary Figure 4). Fifteen minutes post-application,

the images of RATs were recorded, and test line intensities

were quantified by densitometric analysis. The highest

concentrations, corresponding, to Ct of 24 for all strains (non-

VOCs and VOCs) were detected by the BioNote RAT

(Figures 1A–E). However, cell culture supernatants correlating

to Ct values of 27 and 30, showed only positive results in the case

of non-VOC (Figure 1A). Visual examination of RATs with

Alpha and Beta revealed a negative result, indicating a lower

sensitivity of this RAT toward these variants (2 logs,

Figures 1B–F).

Interestingly, Delta and Omicron showed a faint test line in

the sample corresponding to Ct 27 (Figures 1D, E), albeit it was

also detected with a lower sensitivity by this RAT as shown in

Figures 1D–F (1 log lower than the non-VOC strain). Dilutions

corresponding to Ct value 33 were not detectable for any viral

strains, as they are likely to be beyond the LoD of this

particular RAT (16). Together, these data confirm the lowered

sensitivity of this RAT to detect Alpha, Beta, Delta, and

Omicron (Table 3).
TABLE 2 Primer used for PCR mutagenesis.

Mutation Backbone Primer Sequence (5’ ➔ 3’)

Internal NdeI deletion N-Ndemut-F GTGCTAACAAAGACGGCATTATCTGGGTTGCAACTGAGGG

N-Ndemut-R CCCTCAGTTGCAACCCAGATAATGCCGTCTTTGTTAGCAC

K203R L204G VOC Beta N-Mut1-Fw CAACTCCAGGCAGCAGTAGGGGAACTTCTCCTGCTAGAAT

N-Mut1-Rev ATTCTAGCAGGAGAAGTTCCCCTACTGCTGCCTGGAGTTG

R203K Non-VOC N-Mut2-Fw CAACTCCAGGCAGCAGTAAAGGAACTTCTCCTGCTAGAAT

L204G VOC Beta N-Mut2-Rev ATTCTAGCAGGAGAAGTTCCTTTACTGCTGCCTGGAGTTG

G204L Non-VOC N-Mut3-Fw CAACTCCAGGCAGCAGTAGGCTAACTTCTCCTGCTAGAAT

K203R VOC Beta N-Mut3-Rev ATTCTAGCAGGAGAAGTTAGCCTACTGCTGCCTGGAGTTG

R203M Non-VOC N-Mut4-Fw CAACTCCAGGCAGCAGTATGGGAACTTCTCCTGCTAGAAT

N-Mut4-Rev ATTCTAGCAGGAGAAGTTCCCATACTGCTGCCTGGAGTTG
➔ defines direction (5' to 3').
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Amino acids sequence analysis of N-
proteins from different SARS-CoV-2
variants revealed N-gene mutations

In order to focus the investigations on the target proteins

and to avoid side effects, the further investigations on the reasons

for the loss of analytical sensitivity of the RATs against VOCs

were carried out with recombinant N-protein. Therefore, we

amplified N-protein sequences of the non-VOC and VOC

viruses and cloned them into prokaryotic expression vectors.

Further, we sequenced the constructs to ensure the correct

insertion of the coding region into the vector backbone

(Supplementary Figure 1). Interestingly, our alignment analysis

revealed that the N proteins derived from the non-VOC strain

and Alpha and Beta have 14 differences on nucleic acid level,

resulting in seven amino acid changes, respectively

(Supplementary Figure 2). Moreover, Delta has differences at

seven amino acid positions compared to the non-VOC
Frontiers in Virology 05
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(Supplementary Figure 2). VOC Omicron has a deletion of

three amino acids and changes at five positions, including

R203K, compared to the non-VOC strain. All other nucleotide

changes were silent. We observed that the exchange of amino

acids 203 and 204 alone or in combination (grey in Table 4)

occurs in different VOCs. Primarily at position 203, three

different amino acids (R, K, M) are found, making this region

interesting for mutagenesis and possible alteration of efficient

antibody binding. The amino acid exchanges, including the most

VOC defining SNPs (underlined), are listed in Table 4. It should

be noted that the detected amino acid exchanges are not

necessarily characteristic for the particular VOC in the public

SARS-CoV-2 genomic repositories. However, they were found in

the isolated viruses, most likely in the context of further viral

evolution in-vivo. Mutations due to serial virus passages in cell

culture are also possible. To minimize this risk, we used only the

third passages in the experiments.
TABLE 3 Detection of SARS-CoV-2 variants by BioNote RAT: VOCs are detected with less sensitivity compared to non-VOC

Ct-value

24 27 30 33

non-VOC +++ +++ ++ +

Alpha ++ + – –

Beta ++ – – –

Delta +++ + – –

Omicron +++ + – –
frontiersin.
Test line intensities are depicted as follows, +++, very intense; ++, intense; +, faint; -, negative.
FIGURE 1

BioNote RATs loaded with samples of heat-inactivated cell culture supernatants. (A) non-VOC, (B) Alpha, (C) Beta, (D) Delta, (E) Omicron. (F)
Densitometric analysis of VOCs shown on (A–E). Supernatants were adjusted to comparable viral loads represented by Ct values. All viruses are
detected in samples with the highest viral loads but VOCs with less sensitivity (1-2 logs). Densitometric analysis shows comparable detection of
VOCs Alpha and Omicron. At Ct = 30, only the non-VOC strain is detected.
org
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Beta and Delta are the most poorly
recognized VOCs by some RATs

Next, we aimed to test the performance of the RATs by using

100 ng purified recombinant N-protein variants per RAT. All

analyzed RATs (BioNote, Abbott, Boson, TIB) detected the N-

protein of the non-VOC SARS-CoV-2 at this amount (100 ng).

Nonetheless, the Beta and Delta recombinant N-proteins were

only detected by Boson and TIB RATs and faintly detected by

BioNote and Abbott (Figures 2, 3 and Table 5). Densitometric

analysis of the BioNote RAT loaded with VOCs showed that the

intensity of the test line produced by the N protein of Beta is less

than 20% compared to the control line (Figure 2B). The N protein

of Delta produced a test line with higher intensity, which was also

under 40% of the intensity of the control line (Figure 2C). In

contrast, Omicron was easily detected, and the test line was even

more intense than the control line. Except for Alpha, these

findings are consistent with the results of applying cell culture

supernatants to the BioNote RAT (Figure 1). Unsurprisingly,

though, although VOCs are primarily defined by differences of

the amino acid sequence in the spike (S) protein, changes in other

viral proteins also contribute to the definition of the PANGOLIN

lineages. Therefore, it is very likely, that amino acid exchanges in

N-protein might impair the binding of a monoclonal antibody to

its epitope. For this, we tested the function of the RAT by adding
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purified recombinant N-protein to the extraction buffer at

defined amounts.
The reduced detection of VOC Beta and
Delta is due to the amino acid exchange
at position 203 of the N-protein

We tried to understand the reason for such lowered

sensitivities for VOCs in some RATs. Therefore, we decided to

introduce specific mutations in the N-protein using PCR-based

mutagenesis (Table 6). This allowed us to analyze whether the

band intensity reduction results from the described amino acid

exchange/s. Interestingly, we found that applying the mutated N

proteins R203K and G204L onto BioNote lateral flows did not

decrease the detection capability of this particular RAT. In

contrast, an R203M mutation (a defining SNP of VOC Delta)

completely impaired the detection (Figure 4A). This evidence is

a clear proof of concept that even one amino acid exchange can

affect protein epitopes or stability, allowing abrogated

detection by RATs. Interestingly, the R203K mutation on

VOC Omicron does not alter the detection of this variant

by RATs.

Since we observed a significant reduction in BioNote RAT

analytical sensitivity for detecting Beta, we also introduced single

aa changes reflecting the Beta in an attempt to recover the band

intensity of this protein variant, as these amino acids exist in the

non-VOC protein. An exchange of amino acid 203 alone in the

VOC Beta from Lysin to Arginin did not alter the detection, but

a Leucine to Glycine exchange at position 204 enhanced the

detection (Figures 4B, C). The latter was also true when both

amino acids (203, 204) were exchanged (Figure 4B).

The mutated N proteins were also used in other RATs.

Boson and TIB RATs that detected all non-VOC and VOCs

(Figure 2) were not affected by the introduced mutations
TABLE 4 Amino acid exchanges in recombinantly expressed N-
proteins in comparison to the non-VOC strain (VOC defining SNPs
are underlined and investigated amino acid substitutions are shaded).

Type of VOC Amino acid exchange

VOC Alpha D3L R203K G204P S235F S255P G295V M411K

VOC Beta R203K G204L S235F K249R V270I G295V M317T

VOC Delta D63G R203M Y268C I337T D358G D377Y K405E

VOC Omicron P13L D31-33 D63G G99S R203K G204R
FIGURE 2

(A) RATs (BioNote, Abbott, Boson, and TIB) loaded with 100 ng recombinant N-protein of the non-VOC strain. All used RATs detected this
amount of protein. (B) The exact amount of protein produced a comparable test line in the case of Alpha and Omicron, but the test lines using
protein from Beta and Delta appeared much weaker. (C) Densitometric analysis of RATs shown in (B). The N protein from all variants was
detected, but for Beta and Delta, the sensitivity seems much lower.
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(Figures 3B–D). However, RATs produced by Abbott did not

detect the N protein mutants on the Beta background, or the

R203M mutation (Figure 5). We could not explain why the

K203R/L204G mutations retrieved the band intensity in one

RAT (BioNote) and not in the other (Abbott), but both tests are

presumable to use monoclonal antibodies whose target site is not

bona fide identical. Hence, we concluded that the mutation at

position 203 (R203K or R203M) on non-VOC background

seems to be responsible for a decreased intensity of the test line.
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Limits of detection (LOD) for VOC delta
N protein and non-VOC R203M

As the R203M mutation was one of the decisive SNPs for

Delta, we further aimed to determine the limits of detection of

different RATs for N proteins of the non-VOC strain, Delta, and

the non-VOC protein mutant with R203M exchange. Therefore,

50, 25, 10, and 1 ng of recombinant proteins were applied to the

RATs from BioNote, Boson, and TIB. RATs from BioNote and
TABLE 6 Overview of the induced amino acid exchanges (PCR-based mutagenesis) in SARS-CoV-2 recombinant N-protein.

N-protein backbone Amino acid substitutions Emulating*

Non-VOC R203K VOC Alpha, Beta, Omicron

G204L VOC Beta

R203M VOC Delta

Beta K203R Non-VOC**

L204G

K203R, L204G
* Other mutations in the sequence have not been done, so the protein’s primary structure is identical to that of the original protein, as has been shown by sequencing of the expression
plasmid (supplementary figure 2). ** This can be considered as a revertant mutant.
FIGURE 3

RATs detecting 100 ng N protein of Alpha, Beta, Delta, and Omicron. RATs were from different companies: Abbott (A), Boson (B), and TIB (C).
(D) Densitometric analysis of RATs shown in (A-C). Corresponding RATs loaded with non-VOC strain are shown in Figure 2A.
TABLE 5 Detection of 100 ng recombinant N-protein of non-VOC and VOCs by RATs.

non-VOC Alpha Beta Delta Omicron

BioNote +++ +++ + ++ +++

Abbott +++ +++ (+) + +++

Boson +++ +++ +++ +++ +++

TIB +++ ++ ++ ++ +++
fro
Test line intensities are depicted as follows: +++: very intense, ++: intense, +: faint, (+); very faint, almost not visible, -: negative.
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Boson detected 1 ng of the non-VOC N protein but the same

amount is not detected by TIB RAT. BioNote RAT detected the

Delta protein until 50 ng, whereas the R203M protein variant

was not detected at all by this RAT (Table 7 and Figure 6). This
Frontiers in Virology 08
can be explained by the fact that Delta harbors additional

mutations in the N-protein and not only the R203M that exist

in the mutated protein (Table 7 and Supplementary Figure 2).

These mutations might retain protein stability and/or epitopes.
FIGURE 5

Detection of 100 ng mutated N proteins by RATs from Abbott. Numbers label specific RATs in (A) and (B) for easier orientation Amino acid
change at position 203 (A2) decreases the test line intensity, whereas the change at position 204 (A3) of the non-VOC N protein does not have
an effect. R203M mutation (A4) also impairs the detection by these RATs. (B) All N proteins on the Beta background were not detected. (C)
Densitometric analysis of RATs shown in (A, B).
TABLE 7 Summary of RAT sensitivity for N-protein from non-VOC, Delta, and non-VOC carrying the R203M amino acid exchange.

N-Protein

non-VOC Delta R203M

50 25 10 1 50 25 10 1 50 25 10 1

BioNote +++ +++ ++ + + – – – – – – –

TIB ++ + + – + + + – ++ + + –

Boson +++ +++ ++ + +++ +++ ++ + +++ +++ ++ +
f
rontiersin.or
Whereas proteins with 203M are less or even not detected by BioNote RAT, Boson RATs show reliable test lines even with loads of 1 ng. Test line intensities are depicted as follows: +++:
very intense, ++: intense, +: faint, -: negative.
FIGURE 4

Detection of 100 ng mutated N proteins by RATs from BioNote. Numbers label specific RATs in (A) and (B) for easier orientation. Changes at
positions 203 (A2) and 204 (A3) of the non-VOC N protein to the amino acids found in VOC Beta at these positions do not alter the detection
of the N protein by the BioNote RAT as seen by densitometric analysis (C). In contrast, R203M mutation (A4) impairs the detection ultimately.
Whereas the K203R mutation (B2) in the Beta N protein does not alter the test line intensity, the L204G (B3, alone and B4 in combination with
K203R) mutation enhanced the detection of Beta compared to Beta (B1).
g
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We found that TIB RATs detected 10 ng of Delta and non-VOC

R203M but not the lowest amount of 1 ng, raising questions

about the LoD of this particular RAT. Strikingly, Boson RATs

showed the best performance in this study since all proteins

(VOC and non-VOC) were recognized even at 1 ng, and the test

to control lines had the best ratios in all experiments (Figure 6).
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Discussion

Negative RAT results can be used to minimize SARS-CoV-2

exposure risks, especially when combined with the user’s immune

status (vaccinated, recovered, versus non-immune) (21). Therefore,

RATs must work for most, if not all, circulating VOCs at an
A

B

D

C

FIGURE 6

Limits of detection of BioNote, TIB, and Boson RATs for detection of non-VOC, Delta, and non-VOC R203M recombinant proteins. (A) BioNote,
(B) TIB, (C) Boson, using amounts of 50 ng, 25 ng, 10 ng, 1 ng respectively. (D) Means of densitometric analysis of RATs is shown in (A–C) (n=2).
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analytical sensitivity equaling one infectious dose for humans

(conservatively estimated: ~106 to ~107 copies/mL) (16, 18, 22).

Previously, we have shown that the limit of detection for the

non-VOC strain was up to the level of Ct value 32,25 and gene

copy number of 103-104 copies/mL using randomly selected

RATs (16). In the present study, we in assessed the ability of

RATs to detect formerly and currently circulating VOCs by

using heat-inactivated cell culture supernatant and recombinant

proteins. Differences between the data of this study and previous

studies regarding the sensitivity of RATs against the different

VOCs presented are most probably due to different study

designs. Standardized procedures, such as those used in large-

scale series before (23, 24), would make the results of different

studies more comparable. However, this was not the primary

goal of the study, but rather to show how much the analytical

sensitivity of the RATs can vary depending on amino acid

variations in the target regions of the VOCs.

Alpha and Beta VOCs were not well-detected by one particular

RAT (Abbott) as already published (16). Here, we also included the

most recently circulating VOCs, Delta, and Omicron. Initially, Ct

values of RNA isolations from native (Ct 14.35) and heat-

inactivated (Ct 20.4) cell culture supernatants have been

compared to quantify the loss of sensitivity due to inactivation.

Data illustrate that heat-inactivation of SARS-CoV-2 results in a

loss of sensitivity of up to 2 logs in RT-qPCR, which is in good

accordance with published data (25). To increase the comparability

of the assays, recombinant proteins were used in the present study

in addition to heat-inactivated cell culture supernatants. This

excludes the possibility that the lower sensitivity of the RATs is

solely due to the denaturation of the antigen.

This reduced sensitivity to VOCs is due, at least in part, to a

mutation at position 203 (R203K, R203M) in the N protein of

SARS-CoV-2 variants. Since many RATs are based on the less-

variable N-protein, they are thought to be able to detect all the

variants. However, this study clearly shows that the performance

of RATs depends heavily on the anti-N-antibodies used for

detection. RATs rely on two anti-N-antibodies; one in the

sample pad and another immobilized capture antibody at the

test line (16). Both antibodies are not necessarily the same, but

they may be. If one of the antibodies cannot bind N-protein (e.g.,

due to an amino acid exchange), the test will not or only partially

detect the SARS-CoV-2 antigens in the sample.

In both VOCs Beta and Delta, amino acid 203 (Arginine) of the

N-protein has been changed to Lysine in Beta and Methionine in

Delta, respectively. Using PCR-mediatedmutagenesis, it was possible

to mimic this amino acid exchange in the non-VOCN-gene in vitro,

and use it to evaluate different RATs. While the R203K mutation

only reduced the intensity at the test line, an R203Mmutation (as in

the Delta) completely impaired the antigen detection. Therefore,

antibodies binding to a more conserved part of the N-protein or

polyclonal antibodies should be used preferentially.

Interestingly, the R203K mutation seems not to influence the

RAT sensitivity in Omicron. Reasons for this could be the
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replacement of other single amino acids in other domains,

especially the three amino acid deletions in the N-terminal

domain of the protein. The possible interaction of different

secondary structures due to the changes in the primary

structure may expose or mask epitopes in the tertiary structure

of the proteins, which may result in different binding properties

of the antibodies. This has to be further evaluated in future

studies using correspondingly mutated N-protein.

Several studies have been conducted using RATs for special

cohort screening (26–29), and several assays have been

recommended to be useful for the early detection of infection

with SARS-CoV-2. This study is not intended to warn users

about specific products. The selected sample size of RATs from

only 4 manufacturers is too small and not representative for this

purpose, but the aim of this article is to raise awareness in terms

of a VOC specific evaluation of RATs.
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